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Choose the correct order of adjectives in the following sentences.
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_____ 1. The boy is playing with a ________ ball.

   A. red large                                           B. large red                    

____ 2. She was a ________ woman.

   A. short thin                                          B. thin short                  

____ 3. The business offers ________ products.

   A. excellent stationery                       B. stationery excellent

____ 4. Sarah spent the summer on a ________ trip.

   A. train long                                          B. long train

____ 5. I really enjoy eating ________  pie.

   A. caramel apple                                 B. apple caramel

____ 6. The ________ man started his first job.

   A. intelligent young                           B. young intelligent

____ 7. The baseball retreat costs ________ dollars.

   A. 500 US                                              B. US 1500

____ 8. The teacher prepared the  ________ lesson for next week.

   A. long essay                                       B. essay long

_____ 9. I bought a  ________ dress for the wedding.

  A. short cotton green sun                 B. short green cotton sun

_____ 10. Please turn in the  ________ forms.

  A. new three fundraising                  B. three new fundraising

_____ 11. She transported the baby chickens in a ________ box.

  A. green sturdy cardboard               B. sturdy green cardboard

_____ 12. My new puppy is a ________ collie.

  A. small potted Border                      B. Border small spotted

_____ 13. I drink my coffee from a ________  mug.

  A. large metal thermos                     B. thermos large metal

_____ 14. My ________ instructor talks for hours over interesting things!

  A. history old animated                     B. animated old history

_____ 15. I visited the _______ museum in Prague!

  A. most interesting book                  B. book most interesting
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